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Presidents Report 

I need to start by saying COVID-19 has shone a much-needed spotlight on our 

Producers. Never has there been a time in recent memory where the average person 

on the street has been thankful for his friendly neighbourhood Farmer. Words such as 

“Pandemic, Isolation, Social Distancing” are all part of our daily vocabulary, and the 

world seems a very distance place to the one we had at the start of the year. The one 

constant through it all was our Producers, ensuring a safe, highly nutritious product 

was on the shelf. Yes, we have had phases of panic buying in our supermarkets, but 

more often than not, the Growers were able to ensure further supply to the shelves. 

The hope is the State and Federal Government wake up and see the importance of our Industry and rather than 

scale back funding into this sector, see the road to recovery through a boost in Agriculture. 

So where to from here? There is some uncertainty going forward and I am of the belief many of the ways we are 

now doing business will become part of the normal. In terms of my work, many times throughout the year our staff 

fly to various locations to discuss new product development, forecasts and discuss product advancement. Much of 

this is being done now via “Skype, Zoom and Teams Meetings” via the Web. There is certainly a case for catching 

up face to face, but will these Web chats replace many of the meetings that are happening around the Globe daily? 

I suspect so. The flow on effects will have an impact on the airline industry, hotels, food service and so on.  

Those that adapt fastest will prosper. At the end of the day, People have to eat. The way they buy their food may 

change going forward and those Producers who adapt quickest, will see this Pandemic through. I saw a lady in 

Coles I knew in the fresh produce section. Her trolley was part full of either pre-prepared or pre-packaged items. 

Now for people of a younger age demographic, I would have considered this quite normal but after a quick chat, 

she had told me these items were not regulars in her weekly shop. The basis of her new shopping decision was due 

to hygiene. The perception a pre-packaged product was free of the Corona Virus and that others within the store 

had not put their hands over the fresh product. How many others around the Country are making this same 

decision? In a landscape where public pressure has been a constant on the use of plastics for packaging fruit and 

vegetables, it is now being seen as a barrier to the spread of the Corona Virus.  

We have to be thankful that this industry is resilient. The Lockyer Valley has been less affected in terms of job 

losses compared to other regions and that COVID-19 has not had the devastating effect on loss of lives in this 

Country compared to many others. We are not out the other side yet and it may be some time before things go 

back to what is considered normal, but as long as our Growers keep getting out of bed each morning to ensure 

there is food on the table, we will be okay.  

Michael. 

 

Michael Sippel, President, Lockyer Valley Growers Inc. 
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Diamondback moth Management Survey Responses 

(CropLife Australia 2019 Benchmarking) 

In the last quarter of 2019, CropLife Australia coordinated a survey of the Diamondback Moth Insecticide Resistance 

Management Strategy to assess uptake of the strategy, what is working and what is not working. Businesses were 

surveyed from a cross-section of the industry including growers, agronomists, resellers, chemical reps and nurseries.  

Reports of inadequate control including several reports of crop plough-ins occurred in Wombok crops. Reasons 

provided for poor performance were not strictly related to insecticide resistance. In one instance, the grower reported 

that the spray intervals were not as frequent as preferred with unfavourable Delta Ts creating challenging spray 

conditions. 

The majority of survey participants reported adequate control of Diamondback moth, however, achieving adequate 

control required a different management strategy from years past. Generally speaking, growers were using less group 

28 sprays, considerably more Bt sprays and considerably more broad spectrum sprays then in past years.  

Group 28 usage (Belt®, Coragen®, Durivo®) was far less than previous years and most growers had observed declined 

efficacy of one or more of these actives compared to past seasons. Growers indicated they were satisfied with the 

efficacy of Bt sprays and had adjusted their spray programs to maximise the efficacy of Bts (e.g. spraying during low UV 

conditions). However, spray mixes combining Bts with another chemical including broad-spectrum insecticides were 

common.  

Adoption of the Insecticide Resistance Management Strategy was about 50% of businesses surveyed. All participants 

who were adhering to the strategy indicated adequate control despite having to change their management strategies 

to achieve this. In all other responses, adoption was only partial. For example, a grower produced through summer 

(did not adhere to the production break) but otherwise followed the strategy. Another grower routinely applied broad-

spectrum insecticide (not recommended as part of the IRMS - this grower also indicated poor control of DBM).  

Different areas of the valley appeared to have different pest pressure. The Lake Clarendon area appeared to be a high 

pressure area while an organic grower in the Tent Hill area indicated Diamondback moth was not a major pest for their 

production system. 

Summer production was thought to contribute to high pest pressure. Poor crop clean-up was another perceived cause. 

Mis-managed timing of sprays (missing the egg hatch stage) was thought to contribute to damage. Continuous 

exposure of DBM to the Group 28 products was seen to contribute heavily to the declining performance of Belt®, 

Coragen® and Durivo®.  

This survey was conducted by Zara Hall, LVG and Clinton McGrath, DAF, on behalf of CropLife Australia. Thank you to 

all businesses who contributed to this benchmarking exercise. 

 

“We spray at night so that Bts aren ’t 

broken down by UV”  

 

Russel Neumann, Barden Produce, Farm Manager (Hydro) on  

getting the most out of Bt sprays 
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COVID-19 has created a level of uncertainty around the future of work for many people across multiple industries. This 

uncertainty is having a significant mental health impact with 1 in 3 calls to Beyond Blue’s mental health line currently 

coronavirus-related . 

Not knowing when you’ll next find work, if you’ll be able to reopen your doors and having to stand-down staff is incredibly 

stressful at any time. Not knowing what the future holds and whether work may dry up is increasing the mental load on 

employees and business owners alike. 

While it can feel extremely stressful and exhausting having so many unknowns – there are few strategies you can 

incorporate to help you stay focused and get on top of the things. 

Focus on what you can control  

While you may be used to planning months or even years ahead, shifting your focus to the immediate future in terms of 

days and weeks means you can be more responsive to information as it unfolds and your ability to prioritise. This also 

gives your brain the space to focus on the key priorities around you more effectively. 

Tips: 

Stop your mind from running ahead to all the ‘what-ifs’ that may never happen, and instead try to deal with those 

things that are fact-based or require immediate attention  

Focus on the things that you can do each day, no matter how small. It will help you to re-energise if you tick off small 

easily achievable goals as you work towards bigger, seemingly insurmountable tasks 

Keep a calm and practical approach to day-to-day activities as much as possible – this will help you to conserve your 

mental energy and emotional wellbeing 

Prioritise your mental health 

You will be far more effective in supporting yourself and those around you, if you’re feeling mentally strong. As the saying 

goes, ‘put your own oxygen mask on first and then help others’. 

The National Mental Health Commission has come together with mental health organisations, experts and leaders to 

launch # InThisTogether – a national conversation that everyone can join in on, sharing practical tips online.  

Here are some of their recommendations: 

Get sweaty – exercise is great for your mental health 

Take breaks when you need them 

Routine helps – create a new daily routine 

Follow the facts – pause the scrolling 

Financial stress is real – talk about it 

Disclaimer 

 

This article has been prepared and issued by Sunsuper Pty Ltd ABN 88 010 720 840, AFSL No. 228975, the Trustee 

and issuer of the Sunsuper Superannuation Fund ABN 98 503 137 921. Sunsuper is not a mental health service or 

employee wellbeing consultant and does not provide clinical advice or professional services. We’ve put this infor-

mation together as general information only and as such it doesn’t take into account your organisation’s objectives, 

situation or needs, or those of your employees.  You should get professional advice before relying on this information. 

 

 
 
 

Strategies to stay calm and focused during 

times of uncertainty 
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 Help each other 

While we are keeping physically distant, it is more important than ever that we remain socially and emotionally connected.  

Sometimes it can help to talk to someone about these frustrations. That might be with your partner or a friend, your GP, or 

calling a support service to talk through your worries. 

Consider getting involved with volunteer organisations or charities who are providing services to people who need them 

most right now. We know that people have a remarkable way of pulling together through tough times and if we focus on 

looking out for one another, we will get to the other side of this.  

Be patient with yourself 

Do whatever it is that helps you to get some perspective and start to put the stress behind you. Be patient with yourself 

and remember it’s okay to take some time to work through things. 

Remember, this will not last forever  

While this has been and will continue to be stressful period, it doesn't mean we are all going to walk out of this period with 

poor mental health. But it does mean we need to be more conscious about our efforts to support and protect our bodies 

and minds during this difficult time. 

Stay informed  

There are so many helpful resources out there to support us through this tough time. Sifting through them can be 

overwhelming, so sticking to a few reputable resources can help to simplify things.  

Below are excellent online resources that will prove helpful during times of uncertainty, so that you can make the best 

decisions. 

Online resources 

 
 

If you’re a Sunsuper member and are experiencing financial concerns and want to know more about early access to super, 

take a moment to visit Sunsuper’s dedicated page at sunsuper.com.au/covid19 or call us on 13 11 84                                                                                    

Read market updates from Sunsuper’s Chief 
Economist, Brian Parker and listen to podcasts sunsuper.com.au/covid19 

Federal government COVID-19 updates australia.gov.au 

SuperFriend superfriend.com.au/covid-19-support 

Beyond Blue beyondblue.org.au 

Lifeline lifeline.org.au 

Heads-up headsup.org.au 

Black Dog institute blackdoginstitute.org.au 

Disclaimer 

 

This article has been prepared and issued by Sunsuper Pty Ltd ABN 88 010 720 840, AFSL No. 228975, the Trustee 

and issuer of the Sunsuper Superannuation Fund ABN 98 503 137 921. Sunsuper is not a mental health service or 

employee wellbeing consultant and does not provide clinical advice or professional services. We’ve put this infor-

mation together as general information only and as such it doesn’t take into account your organisation’s objectives, 

situation or needs, or those of your employees.  You should get professional advice before relying on this information. 

 

Strategies to stay calm and focused during 

times of uncertainty 

https://www.sunsuper.com.au/covid19/early-access
https://www.australia.gov.au/
https://www.superfriend.com.au/covid-19-support/
https://www.beyondblue.org.au/
https://www.lifeline.org.au/
https://www.headsup.org.au/
https://blackdoginstitute.org.au/
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Diamondback moth Management at Maragi 

Ben Linnan, Maragi, has developed a broccolini IPM program with a focus on Bt’s, Diadegma wasp releases and not 

using chemicals that would otherwise kill released and naturally occurring beneficials. 

Story by Zara Hall 

Ben Linnan is the fifth generation farmer of Maragi, Lake Clarendon. Ben is responsible for the day to day management 

of the broccolini side of the business. After a challenging 2019 season managing Diamondback moth, Ben has 

reevaluated the businesses pest management program and come up with a strategy that, while still in the 

development stage, Ben says is working well and he is happy with the results so far. The strategy is to preserve 

naturally occurring beneficial insects, regularly introduce key beneficial species (e.g Diadegma wasps), spray safe 

pesticides and eliminate toxic pesticides. 

Image (clockwise from top left): Alyssum provides a nectar source for released and naturally occurring beneficials; 

broccolini in the field; Jake Byrne, Biological Services and Ben Linnan, Maragi. 
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When I visit the Linnan property, Ben is catching up with Jake Byrne of Biological Services who is assessing the 

broccolini and monitoring for parasitism. Ben points out the Alyssum to me which is planted every five rows. “This is to 

provide a nectar source to support the parasitoids.” This year, Ben has observed large numbers of Cotesia. Jake 

explains that Cotesia are active during warm / wet conditions and Diadegma prefer cooler conditions. “So having 

Cotesia building up at the start of the season is really good for DBM management for early plantings in the Lockyer 

Valley where Diadegma might struggle a bit under hotter earlier Autumn temperatures.” Ben points out a Cotesia adult 

visiting one of the Alyssum flowers, “it looks a lot like Diadegma but it is about half the size”. 

 

“We have significantly reduced our pest management costs” 

 

“I have gone through a bit of trial and error with the Alyssum. Initially the idea had been that the flowers from the 

broccolini would be all we would need, but we don’t get any broccolini flowers until we start picking and that is too late 

for this purpose. After trying a few things, the simplest process I have found is to order an Alyssum plug that is on the 

point of flower and it gets planted about every fifth row, five metres in. I just walk through after the broccolini 

transplants have gone in and swap out one broccolini for a flowering Allysum. The Diadegma releases are ordered for 

about two weeks after transplant, and that way, when they emerge, they have a flowering source as well as the honey I 

give them, to keep them going.” 

“Diamondback moth is not the only pest I am managing. We have had reasonably large numbers of whitefly early on 

and I am really careful that whatever pesticides I might use for them, that I am not taking out my beneficials. We tend 

to get whitefly building up in the pumpkin and then they move into the broccolini, so I have done releases of 

Eretmocerus in the pumpkin as well as the broccolini. The Eretmocerus totally cleaned up the whitefly in the pumpkin. I 

still get whitefly in the broccolini, but I am not seeing that massive migration event out of the pumpkin.” 

“In this area around me (Lake Clarendon) we are surrounded by brassica growers. I talk pretty regularly to Nathan 

Gehrke (Campsey Ash Farms, Lake Clarendon) and he is following the same program as me basically – using Bts and 

avoiding stuff that kills all the wasps. So, I think that helps too - when you have neighbours that are also breeding up 

wasps, it helps to reduce the DBM population in the whole area”. 

Walking through the broccolini with Ben in late April, it was a challenge to find a DBM grub. Ben says he has 

significantly reduced his pest management costs compared to previous years and produced a clean, pest free crop. 

“I’ve told Dad its ok by me if he passes on the cost savings to me”. 

Image: Ben Linnan, Maragi, has developed a broccolini IPM program with a focus on Bt’s, Diadegma releases and 

not using chemicals that would otherwise kill released and naturally occurring beneficials. 
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Korea-Australia 

Free Trade Agreement 

Enhancing inroads to export Queensland vegetables to 

South Korea 

South Korea has a population of 50.7 million and is now Asia's fifth largest economy and one of the world’s 15 largest economies. 

South Korea is known for its population density, which is more than 10 times the global average and imports more than 70% of its 

food and agricultural products. The Korea-Australia Free Trade Agreement (KAFTA) reduces trade and investment barriers, making it 

easier for Australians to do business with Korea – our 4th largest trading partner. 

A number of vegetables commonly grown in Queensland have access to South Korea and the import tariffs will be significantly 

reduced over the next 5-10 years. 

Lettuce 

 

  Cauliflower 

 

  Broccoli 

 

  

Spinach 

 

  Parsnips 

 

  Brussell 
spouts 

 

  

Celery 

 

  Kale 

 

  Chinese 
Cabbage 

 

  

With southern hemisphere production, market access and favourable 

KAFTA tariffs, demand for Australian brassicas and lettuce is high. 

To view the current KAFTA tariff go to https://ftaportal.dfat.gov.au/ 

Key competitors 

China is by far the dominant import country with 93.3% of the brassica market and 59.5% of the lettuce 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economy_of_Asia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_GDP_(nominal
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjNquP6wI3VAhXEjVQKHXy6DpkQjRwIBw&url=http://www.fresh-square.com/en/product/spinach/&psig=AFQjCNGaOg6YWMUF_NEpJEK4h3bknI8q4Q&ust=1500284354043154
https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjczOKfwY3VAhXmzVQKHUDuAjQQjRwIBw&url=https://realfood.tesco.com/glossary/parsnips.html&psig=AFQjCNH61KVsb8Qz0XEk0tECuItfRL1lsg&ust=1500284419164849
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&ved=0ahUKEwiWjt2Qxo3VAhUHrFQKHW2aCPAQjRwIBw&url=http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/brussels-sprouts-20-things-you-1502258&psig=AFQjCNGkKPSMYq9jIu4U5CXgJ2vaSPWKzg&ust=1500285754234171
https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&ved=0ahUKEwjp2_Pawo3VAhXoi1QKHVv_BoAQjRwIBw&url=https://draxe.com/benefits-of-celery/&psig=AFQjCNE_GpHR9aEBi8np33ZWJHpGhZZUKg&ust=1500284839414273
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&ved=0ahUKEwiehuvWwY3VAhVri1QKHTswCbUQjRwIBw&url=http://earthoriginsmarketplace.com/product/organic-chinese-cabbage-pechay/&psig=AFQjCNHpnrA7A__7tj8VqdVwvv4QE5NN8Q&ust=1500284555315319
https://ftaportal.dfat.gov.au/
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South Korea has a network of sea ports and harbours located throughout the country. Busan the largest and 

busiest port in South Korea and the world’s second leading transhipment port and sixth leading container 

port. Travel time, Brisbane Port to Busan Port is 13-18 days, however, it is considered to be up to five times 

cheaper than airfreight. 

Preparing to export to South Korea 

Country of origin branding is important in the decision making process for consumers and Australian products 

enjoy a reputation for high-quality and safe food production systems and a certificate of origin is required to 

ensure the full opportunity associated with the tariff reduction is applied to the product upon entry to South 

Korea. It is important to know that the Maximum Residue Limits (MRL) system that Australia uses is very 

different from that utilised in South Korea It is recommended that prior to exporting product to South Korea, 

vegetable producers or exporters must check the PLS for their commodities and pesticides used. This can be 

done at http://www.foodsafetykorea.go.kr/  

The leafy green vegetable market place in South Korea is very competitive. It takes time to establish loyalty 

with commercial trading partners and retail customers which can be achieved with consistency in quality, 

supply and competitive pricing. The retail environment is large with twelve principal businesses throughout 

South Korea involved in selling fresh vegetable produce in a hypermarket, supermarket or high-end 

premium food section in a Department Store. 

http://www.foodsafetykorea.go.kr/
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Images (left to right) : Fall armyworm (FAW) egg mass hatching; Late instar FAW in the whorl of a corn plant; female 
FAW moth, male FAW moth. Photographs: Melina Miles, DAF 

 

Fall Armyworm 

Zara Hall spoke to Melina Miles, DAF Senior Entomologist, Crop and Food Science, about Fall Armyworm.  

 

Why do growers need to be aware of Fall Armyworm? 

“Fall armyworm (FAW) is a new pest, which has the potential to impact a number of crops. At this stage, there is very 
limited information on FAW’s impact in hort overseas, and until we can start generating some local data, we just can’t 
be sure how FAW will behave under Australian conditions and what its’ host preferences will be. What the overseas 
industry literature does suggest is that FAW are a problem in a wider range of crops when local populations are high 
and moths will lay in almost anything they encounter. “ 

“We have been able to establish a colony in our insect rearing facilities in Toowooomba which could be used by the 
hort industry to perform host preference trials on vegetable and fruit crops.” 

“If we take a look at what agronomists are reporting in maize in the north, the behavior of FAW is somewhat different 
to Helis [Helicoverpa armigera], in that, Helis will canibalise each other so you rarely find more than one grub per 
whorl or per cob. Agronomists are reporting multiple FAW grubs per cob and not just localised to the cob tip, the grubs 
are boring through the side of the cob, under the outer wrapper leaf. As a result, FAW damage may be different to 
damage you are familiar with from helis, where a little bit of damage can be tolerated because you can still top and 
tail a cob for a prepack line. Increased crop scouting, and preemptively managing FAW populations to avoid 
infestations at cobbing will be vital to minimising losses in sweet corn, for example.  

 

What is the current Distribution of FAW in Australia. 

“We had three detections early in 2020: in north QLD in February and then Katherine NT and Kununurra WA in March. 
We saw a pretty rapid rate of detections (moths in traps) in Central Qld through early-mid April,  but no new detections 
since April which is fairly indicative that the rate of dispersal is slowing and this matches up with cooler conditions 
coming into Winter not favouring those long distance dispersal events.” 

“It is expected that FAW could become established in Queensland’s South-East but possibly not until we receive 
warmer conditions, later in the year. Again, with no trial work currently being done in Australia, this is highly 
speculative, but it is thought that FAW could potentially colonise sub-tropical areas year-round, which would include 
coastal regions as far south as Brisbane. During Summer/Autumn months, moths may disperse out into new ranges 
and then contract their range back to warmer climates during the winter months. In regions where winter 
temperatures persistently drop below 10 degrees, FAW will not survive. FAW do not have an overwintering stage 
(unlike H. armigera pupal diapause) that enables them to remain dormant until warmer conditions occur” 

 

How can growers identify FAW? 

“Growers are more likely to encounter FAW as grubs rather than adults, unless they are operating a pheromone trap. 
While there are a number of diagnostic features used to separate them from other similar grubs, they can be quite 
challenging to identify, even for experienced bug checkers. Larvae, or photographs of larvae, that have been sent to 
me from grain growers in the south-east have all turned out to be Helis.’’ 
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“DAF has installed a network of pheromone traps to monitor the distribution of FAW including at the Gatton Research 
Station in the Lockyer Valley. Pheromone traps are used widely overseas for monitoring FAW activity, but the lures 
being used in the DAF traps are catching a lot of different moths, not just FAW – making them challenging for a grower 
or agronomist to sort through. DAF entomologists are able to assist trap operators to determine if suspect moths are 
FAW (based on dissections of male moths). With a guide to sorting the FAW moths from the bycatch, it should be 
possible for keen agronomists and growers to successfully run their own FAW pheromone traps.” 

Images: Contents of FAW pheromone traps. (Left) a collection from a trap on the Darling Downs with a number of 
moths, butterflies, bees and flies: no FAW were in this catch. (Right), a large trap catch from a Bundaberg trap that 
has to be carefully sorted to check for FAW. Photographs: Melina Miles, Hugh Brier, DAF. 

 

What management options are there for control of FAW in horticulture? 

“The types of management questions we are hearing from grain growers are mostly about what the preferred hosts 
are, what are the thresholds for control and what is the insecticide resistance profile of FAW. So I imagine similar 
management queries will come up in horticulture.” 

“Given that we have such little information on their impact in horticulture crops, identifying those preferred crop hosts 
will be a pretty important starting point for horticulture. In terms of impact, it might be a case that for the majority of 
horticulture crops, any FAW that might be present will simply be “cleaned up” when targeting other pests. If FAW 
create a new issue in crops where lepidoptera are not damaging pests, or if FAW is resistant to insecticides currently 
used to target other lepidoptera pests, then FAW will need to be managed differently.” 

“We know that the Helicoverpa NPV [Nucleopolyhedrovirus] doesn’t work on FAW. AgBiTech, the manufacturers of 
Vivus® [NPV] have manufactured a novel NPV in their overseas manufacturing facilities that is known to be effective 
against FAW but at this point in time, whether it is possible to import a novel virus into the country is uncertain. ” 

“Outside of Australia, Trichogramma and Telenomus egg parasitoids are highly effective. Australia has native  
Trichogramma and Telenomus species, and many horticulture producers are familiar with releasing Trichogramma 
pretiossum.” 

“We don’t yet have a good handle on what the insecticide resistance profile of FAW is. It is highly likely that the FAW 
that have arrived in Australia have some established insecticide resistance as a result of exposure to insecticides 
overseas. Experience has also shown us that other Spodoptera species e.g. cluster caterpillar (S. litura) is relatively 
tolerant to Bt. What we do know, from overseas experience, is that FAW can rapidly develop resistance to insecticides if 
exposed repeatedly. The worst-case scenario would be increased spraying for FAW that results in highly resistant FAW, 
and resistance in Helicoverpa armigera and Diamondback moth. A considered insecticide management approach for 
FAW is essential to avoid this from happening.” 

 
 
Links to resources: 
 
Beatsheet FAW page (https://thebeatsheet.com.au/key-pests/fall-armyworm/) 
DAF presentation on FAW identification (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E8UVsptz8l8&feature=youtu.be) 
DAF factsheets (https://www.publications.qld.gov.au/dataset/queensland-fall-armyworm-resources 
DAF FAW page  (https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/farms-fishing-forestry/agriculture/crop-growing/priority-
pest-disease/fall-armyworm) 
Hort Innovation Update and Alert (https://www.horticulture.com.au/hort-innovation/news-events/fall-armyworm-
update-and-alert/) 

https://thebeatsheet.com.au/key-pests/fall-armyworm/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E8UVsptz8l8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.publications.qld.gov.au/dataset/queensland-fall-armyworm-resources
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/farms-fishing-forestry/agriculture/crop-growing/priority-pest-disease/fall-armyworm
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/farms-fishing-forestry/agriculture/crop-growing/priority-pest-disease/fall-armyworm
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Water Regulation 

The Central Lockyer Region 
groundwater will be regulated under 
new water regulation laws. Entitlements 
are based on 6* ML / ha / annum 
(*2ML / ha medium priority and 4 ML / 
ha low priority water). Implementation 
of the new regulations was developed 
through consultation between growers, 
Lockyer Water Users Forum, and 
DNRME. Commissioning of new 
telemetry will be used to manage 
allocations into the future. Allocations 
have been set for 2020 as 67% of 
entitlement starting 1st April 2020 to 
31st December 2020. 

 

New Water for Lockyer 

A detailed business case was 
commissioned by the Lockyer Valley 
Regional Council and supported through 
financial contributions by state and 
federal governments to be developed 
by Jacobs for a new water scheme for 
the Lockyer. This would bring up to 
50,000ML of water from Lake Wivenhoe 
via a pipeline network annually. 
Potential use of the existing state 
managed dams to increase reliability 
are also being considered. Jacobs have 
completed Phase 1 consultations with 
the business case and will move on to 
phase 2 over the next few months. 

Emu Swamp Dam Project 

Emu Swamp Dam, the proposed 12,500 
ML irrigation dam and water-supply 
scheme on the Severn River in the 
Granite belt, is currently working 
through pre-construction approvals. 

With the project likely to begin 
construction in late 2020, it will deliver 
3900ML annually via a 117km pipeline 
network, ensuring water security for 
Granite Belt tree crop, vine, berry and 
vegetable producers. 

Growers are looking to purchase 
allocations for the scheme at a capital 
cost of $6,000 / ML. 

Water Security  

for Southern Queensland 
 

With most Winter vegetable production for Australia coming out of 

Southern Queensland, ensuring water security remains a national 

priority. 

While the region received good rainfall in early 2020, water volume 

and quality are still affected. Drought and water security remain 

the regions’ biggest production challenge. 

 

Background 

• 2019 rainfall in Southern Queensland was the lowest in recorded history. 

• For most farms in the Granite Belt region which is reliant on overland flow 

into dams for irrigation, storage during 2019 was at minimal capacity. 

• Bore capacity in the Locker Region was variously affected but generally down 

significantly on an average year and most bores had high EC readings. 

• Apart from water volume, water quality in the form of elevated salts effected 

crop quality in both growing regions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Working Groups 

Formation of The Lockyer Valley and 
Somerset Water Collaborative has been 
instrumental in improving water 
security for the region through 
advocacy and planning including new 
water projects. 

The Granite Belt Irrigation Project is led 
by the Granite Belt Chamber of 
Commerce and has progressed the Emu 
Swamp Dam Project. 
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Water Chasers 

Water trucks became a daily sight in the 
Granite Belt region to guarantee crops. 
Carted water costs depended on 
distance but variously cost $10,000-
15,000 / ML. 

Some growers moved their farming 
operation to sites with water to 
maintain supply. This involved 
considerable redevelopment of blocks 
for greenfield sights and long daily 
commutes. 

Study Tour 

Growers travelled to the UAE to 
investigate farming in a dry climate 
organised by DAF and funded by the 
Council for Australia-Arab Relations. 

Lessons from the trip included: 

- Protected cropping has major benefits 
for water-use efficiency.  

- UAE growers had very low input costs 
including subsidised de-salinated water 
and electricity and cheap labour.  

- Salt loving plants can be used for bio-
remediation of salt tailings from reverse 
osmosis units. 

Salinity 

Water quality deteriorated significantly 
with sodium testing showing readings in 
the vicinity of 3,000 uS/cm (EC).  

One farming business estimated that an 
additional 4 t / ha of Sodium had been 
added to soils in the 2019 year through 
irrigation water. 

Costs for nurseries and hydroponic 
operations increased substantially in 
maintenance costs for reverse osmosis 
units. 

Electricity 

One of the major costs associated with 
poor water volumes was higher 
electricity use charges. 

With pumps running longer and 
inefficiently due to low dam level/
ground water tables, and increased 
water demand by crops, electricity costs 
were higher.  

Construction of small turkey nest dams 
were necessary to reduce pumping 
costs. 

Many farms have installed solar panels 
on roofs to offset electricity costs. 

On-farm storage 

Dry conditions provided an opportunity 
to perform maintenance on dams. 

De-silting of dams was conducted and 
partially funded through the federal 
government drought assistance 
program. 

Dams were lined, where feasible, to 
prevent subsoil leakage.  

Dam covers are yet to prove effective 
&/or cost efficient for reducing 
evaporation. 

Water use efficiency 

Protected cropping is not widely 
adopted to date due to cost of 
installation and poor price differential 
between paddock grown and protected 
grown product.  

The use of trickle irrigation and plastic 
mulch is common practice in Southern 
Queensland, particularly in  light, 
granitic soils. 

Pieter Van Nieuwenhuyse, AHR, spoke 
to growers in the Granite Belt about tips 
for improving water use efficiency 
including use of soil probes. There is low 
to moderate adoption of soil meters at 
this stage. 
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For further information 

Michael Sippel 

0418 479 062 or michael.sippel@tnseeds.com 

Klondike—Midi Cos Lettuce.  

New introduction from the 3 Star lettuce         

program in the USA. Fast becoming  one of the 

most highly sought after processing Cos lettuce 

varieties due to uniformity, exceptional head 

weight  under warm growing conditions and  

necessary shelf life. Recent trials in the Lockyer 

Valley have proven the variety to have a very 

short core  under bolting pressure and high     

tolerance to internal tip burn. Terranova Seeds 

are currently fast tracking this variety into       

Australia due to increased demand for this    

product. This variety compliments the winter 

version “Goldmine”.  Klondike is ideally suited to 

early plantings in the Lockyer Valley and is      

currently being looked at for late Spring and 

Summer production on the Darling Downs. 

TCF 8146— New Warm Season       

Cauliflower for early plantings in the 

Lockyer Valley. Ideally suited to            

transplant late January through to early 

March, 8146 compliments our autumn 

variety “Moonshine” due to its        

adaptability under warm growing      

conditions. Semi commercial trials to 

date have shown a more uniform       

harvest of heavy, white curds under less 

than ideal growing conditions. Growers 

are advised to notify Terranova Seeds of 

your requirements for 2021 due to     

limitations on seed availability. 
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For further information 

Michael Sippel 

0418 479 062 or michael.sippel@tnseeds.com 

00080—Hybrid Butternut 

Exciting new product for Terranova Seeds. This larger, 

peanut shaped butternut has performed very well in 

trials to date. Due to be named soon, 00080 is        

considerably larger than Jacqueline, with exceptional 

uniformity and consistent yield ability throughout the 

season. Under high Virus pressure in 2018, this variety 

stood out in the field where the competitor variety 

had collapsed as a result of the disease pressure. 

Growers will notice a much stronger vine than other 

butternut varieties. Seed available mid to late 2020.  

TSP 9203—Winter Spinach 

Highly vigorous variety suitable for winter 

production. Leaves are a dark and glossy     

colour with oval to triangular shape. Semi 

Commercial trials to date have shown the    

variety to be very upright in growth, proving 

to be highly suitable for harvest.  

Resistance—Pfs: Race 1-7,11,13,15,16 

Growers are urged to give their  requirements  

for 2021 to their local Terranova Sales        

Representative. 

Red Wizard—Red Cabbage 

Round shaped cabbage suitable for      

winter production in the Lockyer Valley. 

The variety has an upright frame and    

displays very good uniformity in the field. 

Early indications are that at normal plant 

spacing, Red Wizard will produce heads 

of 2 –2.5kg.  Currently in grower trials  

labelled as TCB 9007. 
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“I moved to Australia in 1987. My family had, what was considered at the time, a reasonably large farm back in 
Thailand. We produced sugarcane mostly but also pigs and vegetables. My father travelled to Bundaberg in 1985 to 
purchase a new Massey Ferguson sugarcane harvester to take back home. Advancement in agricultural production in 
Australia is what inspired me to come here. I wanted to do my Masters studies here and then take that knowledge 
back to Thailand and make our family farm the most innovative farm it could be.’’ 

‘’I started my Masters in Postharvest Technology at Gatton UQ. And I met my wife there. We fell in-love and got 
married and my plans to move back to Thailand changed. We decided to stay in Australia.’’ 

‘’I completed a PhD in Postharvest Avocadoes while raising my family. Back then, postharvest research at UQ was very 
popular. I remember using the laboratories at night so that I could get access to the equipment I needed for my 
research because it was so crowded during the day. I remember having my children there with me while I worked - it 
was a juggling act.’’ 

‘’After completing my doctorate, I went back to Thailand for two years to establish a hydroponic leafy vegetables and 
herbs operation before returning to Australia. I worked for Sutton Farm with Rick Sutton who had established 
protected greenhouses at the time. I then started working for Rugby Farm. I have been with Rugby for nearly 15 
years.’’ 

‘’We have 6 agronomists for a number of properties across QLD that make up Rugby Farm. Being an agronomist for a 
large business like Rugby, your phone never stops ringing. You need to be highly planned and organised but also, 
highly adaptable. And you need excellent knowledge and recall for things like inputs, costing, withholding periods and 
tank compatibility. ‘’ 

‘’Rugby has changed dramatically in the 15 years I have worked for the company. Over that time we have improved 
our soils, particularly on the farms on the Downs and Granite Belt. On the Downs, when we started farming up there, 
the ground was hard with huge cracks in the soil, bigger than your fist. We have added a lot of gypsum and composts 
to the soil; the plants get chopped back into the ground and during production breaks we plant cover crops. You notice 
the difference it makes to the soil, the ground is soft when you walk across it now. We do those same practices on our 
farms in the Granite Belt region’’. 

‘’Another big change over the time I have worked with Rugby has been improvement in varieties. We work with 10 
seed companies. We are talking to them all the time and doing on-farm trials. I have even travelled overseas to speak 
with the plant breeders directly - to let them know the type of varieties we are looking for and the traits we need for 
our growing conditions.’’ 

‘’Our biggest challenge in the business is consumer expectations for what a product will look like. Customer 
expectations for quality, uniformity and consistency requires us to be extremely vigilant with our pest control. And it 
means there is the potential for more wastage because a product doesn’t meet the narrow specifications that 
consumers demand doesn’t get harvested. However, this has opened up new opportunities for Rugby Farm by value 
adding the outside-specification products, which otherwise would have been left in the paddocks, into a pre-cut 
vegetable product line.” 

 

Agronomist Profile:                                                   

Surachat Vuthapanich, PhD 

 

Surachat Vuthapanich speaks to Zara Hall 

about  studying in Australia, working for 

Rugby farms, Soil health and Wastage. 
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Nolan’s Interstate Transport is a family-owned, Lockyer Valley grown, refrigerated transport company. We 

have been a solid fixture within the community for 110 years and continue to service local farmers and cus-

tomers with reliable and professional service. With a strong network and freight consolidation hubs located 

in Gatton, Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne, we can transport and deliver freight to the entire Eastern sea-

board of Australia. Our company headquarters are based in Gatton, and the organisation is owned and oper-

ated by the Nolan family.  

The transport industry has been one of the lucky few to be faring well during such unprecedented and un-

chartered times. With a relatively slow start to the year, the much-needed rain received in January was a 

great boost of confidence for the local area and a hopeful sign of a more prosperous season to come. By mid-

February, the economic climate and projections for the year in every corner of the globe had drastically shift-

ed. As the supermarket shelves were being emptied daily by the panic-buying trend that stormed the nation, 

our prime movers and trailers were taking to Australian roads to get supplies, produce, product and stock 

moving around our country.  

One of our main concerns as an employer, was to ensure our staff were protected as best they could be 

against the virus. Gaining supplies proved to be difficult, with sanitiser and disinfectant being in very short 

supply. We did obtain hand sanitiser from a distillery and purchased some 2,500 antibacterial wipes through 

the Queensland Trucking Association.  

This unforeseen demand on the transport industry so early in the year has been challenging. Compared to 

this time last year, we have seen an increase in supermarket orders by up to 50%. This demand saw a lot of 

organisations within the transport industry hire, train and get drivers on the road as efficiently as possible to 

ensure the supply matched the demand. To continue operating at the pace we have been and currently are, 

is our next challenge. We are confident that our fleet of prime-movers and fridge vans are capable of rising 

to this challenge, and we are ready to assist our customers in moving their product in a safe and efficient 

manner.  

It is easy to forget in these times that much of South East Queensland is still struggling with drought. This 

heavily effects the local area’s production, and as farmers and producers around the Valley are gearing up for 

the busy season of winter crops, the burden of a drought is bearing down on our Valley. Now, more then ev-

er before, it is crucial to support the local businesses that service our community to see us through these 

tough times.  
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Agricultural Waste and Recycling 

Written by Zara Hall 

When I visit Anuha recycling plant, bundles of trickle tape sit ready to be collected by a Recycler. There are wire 

frames for chemical drums and stacked one tonne fertiliser bags all neatly arranged. Colourful ‘bales’ are organised in 

rows ready to be transported: clear crushed bottles make up PET bales; colourful tin cans, the aluminium bales and 

opaque milk bottles, the HDPE bales.  

I am meeting with Robert Evelyn, Manager of Anuha to talk about agricultural waste and recycling. “With China 

recently changing their imports for overseas recyclables (a change from an allowable 5 % contaminant to 0.5% 

contamination), Australia is having to dramatically change their own recycling systems”, Robert explains. “At the 

moment, the Australian federal government is aiming to move recycling from a largely export based industry to 0% 

export of recyclables as soon as is practicable. That means some pretty major changes locally.” 

“What China had a problem with was not the recycled material as such, it was the fact that some companies (including 

some Australia companies) had very high levels of contamination. The process of sorting robotically has some error in 

it, but also, some unscrupulous companies were deliberately including what should be land-fill into their recycled 

material and shipping it to China. China just got fed up with being the worlds dumping ground. They will still accept 

recyclables, but they are putting stricter guidelines in place so what they receive is in-fact recyclable and not just 

rubbish.” 

“The Anuha recycling plant is largely hand sorted - so the quality we produce is very high. But we are a small player on 

the Australia recycling scene, we only work within the Lockyer Valley Regional Council boundaries.” Robert indicates 

that the quality of recyclables that is being received through Anuha by the hort sector is good. He explains the 

chemical drums are highly sought after by Recycling companies because of their excellent physical properties relative 

to other plastics. He says that less than 1% of drums are rejected. “Rejections are normally because drums contain 

liquids. Farmers are generally pretty good about making sure the drums are empty and rinsed. Farmers don’t want to 

leave chemical behind – that is just a waste.” 

“Trickle tape had gone through a lull in 2019 on the back of China’s announcement about changes to imports and 

Recyclers showed some weariness in sales  -  not wanting to purchase large quantities as a response to market 

uncertainty. We were still accepting trickle to all of our transfer facilities - but for a while it was just getting stockpiled. 

But we have a new customer for the trickle now. There doesn’t appear to be any issues with quality of the trickle tape 

that we are accepting from growers. While we prefer if it is neatly coiled in bundles - we can accept it however it 

comes. Mostly though, growers do bring it neatly coiled because it is easier for them to manage that way. And dirt 

doesn’t appear to be a problem. Sometimes after heavy rains, trickle will come in with mud on it, but because it sits on 

a cement pad for a period before collection, it tends to dry out and fall through, so levels of contamination don’t seem 

to be an issue for Recyclers. And again, farmers aren’t really keen on losing all their top soil, so they tend to try and 

remove soil before bringing it in.” 

When I ask Robert what growers need to be mindful of when it comes to recycling, he says “Just give us a call before-

hand to make sure someone will be here to accept the delivery. There is no charge for empty chemical drums, trickle 

tape or 1 tonne fertiliser bags”. 

And on the topic of what the future holds in the recycling sector within hort, Robert discusses the need for accurate 

data. “We have very accurate data on what volumes are coming into Anuha for recycling but we don’t know what 

proportion of the total volume that makes up or what the fate of recyclable items that don’t come here are.” 
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It’s an honour to be re-elected as Mayor of Lockyer Valley Regional Council for a second term, and to continue leading 

the Lockyer Valley. It is a wonderful privilege and I can assure the community it is one I won’t be taking for granted. 

The coronavirus pandemic certainly poses an unprecedented challenge for Council, businesses and our community, but 

I am confident we will get through this, together. Returning Councillors include Cr Janice Holstein, Cr Jason Cook, Cr 

Michael Hagan, Cr Chris Wilson and Cr Rick Vela and we welcome newcomer, Cr Brett Qualischefski. 

In these uncertain times, securing a stable water supply for the region is as important as ever, and this is an issue 

Council is committed to working towards a solution for. Consultants - Jacobs Australia have undertaken a significant 

body of work following on from the first round of water demand meetings held in February. Unfortunately, COVID-19 

restrictions have delayed some aspects of the ongoing consultation process but work behind the scenes is continuing 

as we aim to finalise the detailed business case. Initial mapping of a potential pipeline network to service interested 

investors has been costed and the results to date look very promising for a viable and sustainable water security 

project.  

The second round of consultations by Jacobs has now been scheduled to commence in late May or early June. The 

format of these consultations with farmers and other water users who participated in Round 1 has yet to be decided 

and will be subject to the COVID-19 related meeting restrictions that will be in place at the time.  

Council is committed to supporting local businesses and the regional economy throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, 

and recently implemented a range of economic stimulus measures to inject money into the local economy, including: 

 From the date of the invoice (effective immediately), all suppliers (excluding large corporations and government 

bodies), have been placed on 14-day payment terms;  

 Council’s Requests for Quotes for purchases over $15,000 will include at least two (2) local businesses, where they are 

available; 

 Reviewing essential work that is already budgeted which can be brought forward and delivered by local suppliers and 

contractors; and 

 Discussions with grant funding bodies for approved funds not yet spent, to be reassigned to COVID-19 relief/ 

economic stimulus projects and request altering the grant terms to allow the use of internal resources to deliver 

projects.  

Council will continue working with businesses, social enterprises, community groups and sporting clubs impacted by 

the COVID-19 pandemic to assist them with accessing information on available Federal and State Government stimulus 

packages and encourage businesses and residents to regularly review Council’s website. We will also work with the 

Local Government Association of Queensland (LGAQ) to lobby Federal and State Government for funding assistance to 

Local Governments for additional economic stimulus and recovery measures. 

Council is committed to assisting our community through this pandemic and will do what we can in partnership with 

others. We are also aware our region is still drought-declared, with those ongoing challenges unlikely to ease anytime 

soon, and we’ll continue to lobby for drought support measures too.  

  

- Lockyer Valley Regional Council Mayor, Cr Tanya Milligan.  
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Lockyer Valley Growers Inc   
PO Box 322   
Gatton   Qld   4343   
admin@lockyervalleygrowers.com.au   

 

 

 

GROWER MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM   

New Membership:                   Membership Renewal:     
 

Business Name and/or Trading Name:  _________________________________     

____________________________________________ ABN:_________________   

 

Address:  _________________________________________________________   

_____________________________________________  Postcode: _______  

Postal Address: ____________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________  Postcode: _______   

 

Phone: _______________       Fax: ________________ Mobile: ______________    Email: 

_________________________         Website: _______________________    

 

Preferred Contact Person: ___________________________________________  Phone: 

________________________          Email: _________________________   

 

     Membership Fee to June 2021:    $165 inc  ($150 + GST)    

Payment Option   

   Cheque       Post to PO Box 322 Gatton  Q   4343     
   Direct Deposit (NAB – BSB 084-657 Account 39 600 6352)   

Please forward Tax Invoice by:        Fax   Email   Post   (please circle)   
 

 

I do / do not give permission for Lockyer Valley Grower to disclose information to related parties which  would be of 

benefit to our business.   

Signed _______________________________    Date _______________________________   
 

Lockyer Valley Growers Inc  Membership Form  Issue Date: May 2020  
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Lockyer Valley Growers Inc  

 

Major Sponsors 

Minor Sponsors 

●  EE Muir & Sons  ●  Fairbank Seeds  

●  Nufarm   ●  Opal Packaging Australia 

●  Pacific Fertiliser 


